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Model PM-1228VF-LB Lathe 

110 Vac 2 HP heavy-duty machine
Variable spindle speed from 50 - 2000 rpm

Large 1-1/2 in. bore spindle
D1-4 camlock spindle mount

28 in. between centers, 12 in. swing over bed
Multi-speed gearbox for full-range screw cutting, TPI & mm pitch

Bidirectional power feed for saddle & cross-slide
Weight, excluding stand 490 lb

PM-1228VF-LB shown with 3-jaw chuck, steady rest 
and traveling rest. Installed on optional stand.
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PM-1228VF-LB

FAQ

This manual contains essential safety advice on the proper setup, operation, maintenance, and service 
of the PM-1228VF-LB lathe. Failure to read, understand and follow the manual may result in property 
damage or serious personal injury.

There are many alternative ways to install and use a lathe. As the owner of the lathe you are solely 
responsible for its proper installation and safe use. Consider the material contained in this manual to 
be advisory only. Quality Machine Tools, LLC cannot be held liable for injury or property damage during 
installation or use, or from negligence, improper training, machine modifications or misuse.

This manual describes PM-1228VF-LB machines as shipped from late 2016. There may be detail differenc-
es between your specific machine and the information given here (with little or no impact on functionality). 
Please email us if you have questions about any aspect of the manual or your machine (see our website 
www.precisionmatthews.com for support addresses). Your feedback is welcomed!

This material was originated by Precision Matthews. No portion 
of the manual may be reproduced or distributed in any form 
without the written approval of Quality Machine Tools, LLC.

The lathe doesn’t run
(1)

Power switch set to 1?
(0 is OFF, 2 powers an 

outlet on the back panel) 

The lathe doesn’t run
(2)

E-Stop button pressed in? 
Twist to release it —should 

pop up.

The lathe doesn’t run
(3)

End cover closed? 

The spindle always turns 
forward

This is the default condition 
when the start button (green) 
is pressed following power 
up. Press the left hand white 
button to change direction.

Can’t operate power feed
Split nut lever too far right? 
Go to the detent position, 
just short of the end stop.

Saddle handwheel 
doesn’t move the 

saddle
Push the handwheel in 

to engage the rack

2
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Section 1  INSTALLATION

THESE ARE THE MAIN POINTS TO WATCH OUT FOR!
But read the following pages for more information

• Handling the lathe is at least a two-man job.
• Lifting gear – sling, hoist or forklift – must be rated for at least 1/2 ton.
• Care must taken when lifting to avoid flexing or other damage to any component of the 

lathe, especially the leadscrew and hex-section feed shaft.
• Working location of the lathe must allow space for opening drive system cover at left; 

also, access to the electrical box at the back of the headstock.
• Power requirement is 110V, 60Hz, single phase, 20A circuit.
• Extension cord not recommended; if no alternative, use 12 AWG not longer than 20 ft.
• Before connecting power be sure that:

1. The machine is on a firm footing.
2. Chuck camlocks tight, no wrench left in chuck.
3. Saddle and cross slide approx. mid-travel, power feed disengaged (Figure 3-18, etc.).
4. The speed control knob is set for a low or zero spindle speed, fully counter clockwise.

Check oil level in the gearbox before use

SETTING UP THE LATHE
The PM-1228VF-LB is shipped in two packing cases, one for 
the lathe, one for the optional stand. When installed on the 
stand, the machine can be lifted in one piece by an overhead 
hoist or forklift with slings and/or chains, all items rated for a 
total weight of at least 1/2 ton. A suggested setup for lifting is 
shown in Figure 1-1.

When selecting a location for the lathe, allow sufficient room at 
the right to allow removal/servicing of the leadscrew and feed 
shaft. At the back of the machine allow access for installation 
of DROs, etc.

Be sure to keep all lifting gear clear of any part of the lathe, 
especially the two shafts at the front. If necessary keep 
the sling away from the shafts using “2-by” spreaders.

Figure 1-1  Lifting with slings
In this setup the sling was looped through holes in the lathe bed. If 
instead the sling is set across and under the lathe bed, use spreaders 
to keep the sling clear of all components — especially the front shafts.

Before lifting, protect the bed, then remove the chuck if in-
stalled. Move the tailstock and saddle as far to the right as 
possible to balance the machine at the point(s) of suspension. 
With the lathe in its permanent location, level it using metal 
shims under the cabinets, or (preferred), install 150 lb rated 
leveling mounts in the mounting holes of the two stand cabi-
nets, 4 for the left hand cabinet, 2 for the right.

LEVELING
The following procedure ensures that the lathe bed is in the 
same state as it was when the lathe was checked for accuracy 
in manufacture — level from end to end along the bed, and 
from front to back. In other words, no warping.

For a stable installation, make sure all leveling mounts and/
or shims are properly weight bearing, firmly in contact with 
the floor. Check and adjust level from end to end using a pre-
cision machinist’s level, if available. If not, use the most reli-
able level on hand. Check and adjust across the bed using a 
matched pair of spacers such as 1-2-3 blocks to clear the Vee 
tenons. Alternatively, check for level on the ground surface of 
the cross slide as the carriage is traversed from end to end, 
Figure 1-2. See also “Aligning the Lathe” in Section 3. 
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The mounts shown in Figure 1-3, available from Precision Mat-
thews, allow leveling adjustment from above. If installing on 
the PM1228 stand, 8 leveling mounts are required — 4 for the 
left hand cabinet, 4 for the right. Because there is insufficient 
headroom in the stand pockets, the threaded stems need to be 
shortened by about 1-1/2”. Before installing, oil the threads in 
each mount then bottom the stem (8 mm wrench) to be sure 
the pressure plate is able to expand the molded base. If neces-
sary use a strap wrench to stop the cup from rotating. 

Place the cup under the stand, with washer and locknut above 
the stand footplate. Because an 8 mm wrench has only a small 

Figure 1-2  Check level in both axes
Check level of the cross-slide at headstock and tailstock ends — if 
there is no twisting of the bed the indication should be the same. To 
check the left to right axis rest the level on a precision ground bar, as 
here. 

Figure 1-3  Top-adjusting leveling mount (optional)

Pusher plate

Washer

M12 x 1.75 x 50 mm 
hex head screw

Molded base

Locknut

Stand footplate

Cup stamping

Weld nut

amount of leverage, it may be more convenient to replace the 
threaded stems with hex head screws (M12 x 1.75). Screw 
length should be 50 mm, but 45 mm (even 40 mm) will do 
if the floor is reasonably level. Adjust using a 19 mm or 3/4” 
ratcheting wrench.

CLEANUP
Finished metal surfaces may be protected by thick grease and/
or paper. Carefully remove these using a plastic paint scrap-
er, disposable rags and a light-oil such as WD-40. Be sure to 
remove paint over-spray from surfaces that may affect sliding 
motion, such as under the bed ways.

POWER REQUIREMENT
Plug the supplied cord into a standard 110V ac outlet, 
minimum capacity 20 Amps.
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General information
The PM-1228VF-LB features a high-torque 2 HP brushless DC motor giving smoothly variable spindle speeds in 
two ranges, from 50 to 1000 rpm and 100 to 2000 rpm. Power requirement is 110 V, 60Hz. The lathe ships fully 
assembled, net weight 490 lb. A sheet metal stand with two cabinets is available as an option.

The spindle has a 1-1/2 inch bore and is unusually short, ideal for through-spindle work. Long service life is assured 
by high precision taper-roller spindle bearings, together with hardened and ground bed ways, shafts and headstock 
gears. All internal gears in the machine are oil-bath lubricated.

A saddle-feed gearbox, together with a set of external change gears, provides for a full range of UNC and UNF 
threads from 5 to 72 TPI, and metric threads from 0.5 to 4 mm pitch. The leadscrew is quickly reversible for left 
hand threading. 

The saddle-feed gearbox also drives an independent hex-section feed shaft to power the saddle and cross-slide in 
both directions. Like the leadscrew, the saddle/cross-slide feed shaft can be quickly reversed. An adjustable dog 
clutch on the feed shaft allows the saddle to be stopped precisely at any point along the bed. All internal gears in 
the saddle-feed gearbox are continuously splash-lubricated.

Section 2   FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL PM-1228VF-LB Lathe

PM-1228VF-LB Floor plan: approximate dimensions (not to scale)
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Everyday precautions

• This machine is intended for use by experienced users familiar with met-
al-working hazards.

• Untrained or unsupervised operators risk serious injury.

• Wear ANSI-approved full-face or eye protection at all times when using the  
machine (everyday eyeglasses are not reliable protection against flying parti-
cles).

• Wear proper apparel and non-slip footwear – be sure to prevent hair, cloth-
ing  or jewelry from becoming entangled in moving parts. Gloves – including 
tight-fitting disposables – can be hazardous!  

• Be sure the work area is properly lit.

• Never leave chuck keys, wrenches or other loose tools on the machine.
 
• Be sure the workpiece, toolholder(s) and machine ways are secure before 

commencing operations.

• Use moderation: light cuts, low spindle speeds and slow table motion give 
better, safer results than “hogging”.

• Don’t try to stop a moving spindle by hand – allow it to stop on its own.
    
• Disconnect 110 Vac power from the lathe before maintenance operations such 

as oiling or adjustments.

• Maintain the machine with care – check lubrication and adjustments daily 
before use.

• Clean the machine routinely – remove chips by brush or vacuum, not com-
pressed air (which can force debris into the ways).

No list of precautions can cover everything. 
You cannot be too careful!
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Dimensions, approximate overall, incl. stand

Width 59 in. x Height 49 in. x Depth 28 in. 

Footprint (excluding handles): Width 56 in. x Depth 20 in.

Bed length, excluding headstock: 42 in.

Bed width: 6-1/4 in.

Spindle centerline to floor (on stand): 44 in. 

Weight, approximate:490 lb net, with stand 600 lb net

Power requirement 110 Vac, 60 Hz, 1Ø, 20A circuit

Motor 2 HP (1500 W) brushless dc 

Work envelope
Headstock center to tailstock center 28 in. max

Swing over bed 12 in. diameter

Swing over cross slide 7 in. diameter

Spindle face to tailstock quill face 30 in. max

Saddle travel along bed 24 in.

Cross-slide travel 6 in.

Compound (top slide) travel 3-1/4 in.

Drive system DC drive with 2-speed Vee pulleys

Low range, rpm 50 to 1000

High range, rpm 100 to 2000

Saddle drive, thread cutting Leadscrew 8 TPI, 3/4 in. diameter

Inch threads Choice of 27, from 5 to 72 TPI (including 13 TPI)

Metric threads Choice of 14, from 0.5 mm to 4 mm pitch

Saddle / cross slide drive, turning & facing Separate feed shaft, hexagonal cross-section

Turning operations Choice of feed rates from 0.0016 to 0.0115 in./spindle rev

Facing operations Choice of feed rates from 0.0008 to 0.0061 in./spindle rev

Spindle
Chuck/faceplate attachment D1-4 Camlock

Internal taper MT5

Spindle bore 1-1/2 in. 

Spindle length, LH end to D1-4 chuck mounting face 14-1/2 in. approx.

Spindle length, LH end to chuck face (typical) 17-1/2 in. approx.

Tailstock
Internal taper MT3

Quill 1-1/4 in. diameter, 4 in. travel

Work holding (typical)

3-jaw chuck, 6-1/4 in. approx.

4-jaw chuck, 8 in. (option)

Faceplate 10 in. (option)

Center rest (steady rest) capacity Up to 2-3/4 in. diameter

Follower rest capacity Up to 1-3/4 in. diameter

PM-1228VF-LB SPECIFICATIONS
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DRIVE SYSTEM
Two-speed pulleys and a Vee belt connect the high-torque 
brushless dc motor direct to the spindle, Figure 3-1. The low 
speed coupling gives spindle speeds from 50 to 1000, high 
speed from 100 to 2000 rpm. Many users will find that the low 
range is suitable for much of their work, so there is rarely a 
need to reconfigure the drive. 

To change speed loosen the M8 hex head screw securing the 
idler pivot plate. Reposition the belt, then adjust the idler so 
that firm figure pressure mid-way between the pulleys deflects 
the Vee belt about 1/4” — no tighter than that.

MOTOR CONTROLS
Figure 3-3 shows the simple user interface made possible by 
the combination of dc motor and smart motor controller. 

Figure 3-1  Vee belt and pulleys

Figure 3-3  Motor controls & tachometer display

Figure 3-2  110 Vac outlet & circuit breaker
The outlet is for an independent attachment such as 
a milling head. It is not live when the lathe is in use.

Motor control buttons
Set the power switch to 1
Press the GREEN (I) button to run the motor.
Press the RED (O) button to stop the motor.

Spindle direction buttons
Press the RIGHT button for FORWARD, counter-clockwise ro-
tation  of the spindle (as viewed from the tailstock); this is the 
usual direction for turning operations. Press the LEFT button 
for REVERSE, clockwise rotation.

Switch from forward to reverse, or vice versa, without 
pausing, or powering-down. The motor controller brakes 
the spindle electronically to zero, then spools up in the 
opposite direction to the same speed as before.

Speed control
This is a potentiometer. Set it fully counter-clockwise for min-
imum speed.

Speed display (tachometer)
This is a 4-digit LCD that continuously monitors spindle speed 
in revolutions per minute (rpm). When the lathe is powered on 
(power switch to 1), the LCD is lit.

Section 3  USING THE LATHE
The PM-1228VF-LB is a conventional engine lathe that re-
quires little explanation except for details specific to this partic-
ular model — speed selection, thread cutting, and the saddle/
cross-slide power feed system. The user is assumed to be 
familiar with general purpose metal lathes.

Those unfamiliar with lathe work may find the following helpful:

HOW TO RUN A LATHE, published many years ago by the 
original South Bend Machine Works (not the current owners 
of the brand), with many revisions through the 1960s. This is 
the classic go-to source for lathe users of every level of expe-
rience. 

Power switch
1 = ON
0 = OFF
2 = 110 Vac outlet on 
back panel

Speed 
control

Speed display (tachometer)E-Stop button

STOP
motor

RUN
motor

Spindle RE-
VERSED

Spindle 
FORWARD

Power switch
Select 1 to connect power to the lathe
Select 0 to disconnect power 
Select 2 to connect 110 Vac power to the outlet at rear of the 
electrical box (female C13 outlet, IEC 60320, Figure 3-2).

     The tachometer display should light when power is on

Before doing ANYTHING, be sure nothing will be 
thrown off or damaged when the motor runs — 
Chuck? Chuck Key? Power feed disengaged?

Safety feature ...
The lathe will not run unless the cover at left of the headstock 
is closed. A metal tongue attached to the inside of the cover 
closes the safety switch, Figure 3-20.

The spindle direction on powering-up is always forward.
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Figure 3-4  Spindle speed sensor

The speed display is unlit when the power switch is OFF (0), or 
if the Emergency Stop (E-Stop) button is pressed. When pow-
er is restored following either of those conditions, the LCD dis-
plays 0000 — motor stationary — until the RUN motor button 
is pressed and the speed control knob adjusted to the desired 
setting. (This is a safety measure to ensure that a previous 
speed is NOT resumed automatically following what could be 
an uncorrected fault condition.)

Input to the tachometer is from a sensor in the spindle cavity of 
the headstock, Figure 3-4.

The display may alternate ± a few rpm when the spindle is 
running at constant speed. This is to be expected, and is not 
a fault condition. 

CHUCKS & FACEPLATE
The spindle nose on the PM-1228VF-LB accepts D1-4 
Camlock chucks, faceplates and other work holding devices.

A D1-4 chuck or faceplate is held by three threaded studs, 
each with a D-shape crosscut to engage a corresponding cam 
in the spindle nose, Figure 3-6. The function of the cams is 
to pull the chuck backplate inward to locate its internal taper 
firmly on the spindle nose.

Figure 3-6  Camlock stud

Emergency Stop button
Slap the E-Stop button with the palm of the hand to disconnect 
power instantly. The button pops out when twisted clockwise 
a few degrees. This restores power, but does not activate the 
motor (see Speed display above).

Alongside each stud is a stop screw, the head of which fits 
closely in a groove at the threaded end of the stud. The func-

Figure 3-5  D1-4 three-jaw chuck

TO INSTALL A CHUCK
Disconnect the 110V supply from the lathe!
Chucks and faceplates are heavy — 6 in. chucks can weigh 
more than 20 lb. They will cause serious damage if allowed 
to fall. Even if a chuck is light enough to be supported by one 
hand, the lathe bed should be protected by a wood scrap, as 
Figure 3-7.

Figure 3-7  Protect the lathe bed

Some users add packing pieces, even custom-made cradles, 
to assist “straight line” installation and removal. Before install-
ing make certain that the mating surfaces of the chuck/face-
plate and spindle are free of grit and chips.

The cams on the spindle are turned with a square-tip wrench 
similar to the chuck key (may be same tool in some cases).

Recommended procedure:

1. Turn the spindle by hand, checking that all three cam mark-
ers are at 12 o’clock, Figure 3-8.

2. While supporting its full weight, install the chuck with-
out tilting, then gently turn each of the cams clockwise — 
snug, firm, but not locked tight in this first pass.

3. Check that each of the cam markers lies between 3 and 
6 o’clock, between the two Vees stamped on the spindle, 
Figure 3-9.

tion of the stop screw is NOT to clamp the stud in place, but 
instead to prevent it from being unscrewed when the chuck is 
not installed. 

Never leave the chuck key in the 
chuck, not even for a second!
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TO REMOVE A CHUCK
Disconnect the 110V supply from the lathe!
Protect the lathe bed, as Figure 3-7. While supporting the 
weight of the chuck, turn each of the cams to 12 o’clock, Figure 
3-8, then remove the chuck. If the chuck does not come free, 

Figure 3-9  Cam in locked condition

If any cam marker is not within the Vees, first be sure that 
there is no gap between chuck backplate and spindle flange. 
Also, remove the chuck to inspect the studs — burrs can be a 
problem, hone if necessary. If there are no visible problems, 
the stud in question may need adjustment as follows:

• Remove the stop screw from the stud.
• If the cam marker in question can’t get to the first Vee (3 

o’clock), back the stud OUT one full turn, then replace the 
stop screw.

• If the cam marker goes beyond the second Vee (6 o’clock), 
screw the stud IN one more turn, then replace the stop 
screw.

• If the markers are correctly aligned, repeat the tightening 
sequence as Step 2 above, light force. Repeat the se-
quence two more times, first with moderate force, then fully 
tighten.

Figure 3-10  Saddle handwheel

CROSS SLIDE & COMPOUND
The cross slide and compound, both have 10 TPI leadscrews, 
with 100-division graduated collars, so each division represents 
a true motion of 0.001”, Figure 3-12. On the compound dial, 
only, this also shows as 0.025 mm; this is an approximation 
for convenience only (it can lead to a cumulative error of more 
than 1% if working exclusively in metric units).

The cross-slide moves perpendicular to the longitudinal axis, 
the line between centers installed in the spindle nose and the  
tailstock. The compound rests on a rectangular base casting 
that can be moved fore and aft in T-slots on the cross-slide top 
surface; it is secured by four M8 socket head cap screws. A 
raceway in the base casting allows full 360 degree rotation of 
the compound. Angular position is indicated by a ± 60 degree 
graduated scale. Two M8 T-nuts in the raceway allow the com-

SADDLE
For manual turning operations the saddle is traversed  left to 
right along the bed by a handwheel, Figure 3-10.The saddle 
may be locked in place by an M8 socket head cap screw at 
right of the cross-slide, Figure 3-11. Because the saddle is 
frequently locked to prevent movement in facing operations, 
some users replace the standard screw with a ratcheting lever 
screw that can be turned quickly without tools. (This is usually 
not possible if a DRO scale is installed on the cross-slide.)

Power feeding of the saddle and cross-slide is described later 
in this section.

Figure 3-8  Installing a Camlock chuck

tap the backplate gently with a soft (dead blow) mallet, while 
holding the chuck body with the other hand.

Figure 3-11  Saddle lock screw (M8)

To engage the rack 
the saddle handwheel 
is pushed in, as here, 
toward the bed. It 
freewheels when re-
tracted.
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Figure 3-12  Cross-slide and compound dials
Both collars are friction-coupled to their leadscrews by leaf springs. To 
zero a dial, or set it to any desired number, hold the handwheel firmly, 
then rotate the knurled rim.

Figure 3-14  Cross-slide and compound gib screws
These are not all the same: Cross-slide, M5 set screws with 8 mm 
hex lock nuts; Compound, M6 set screws with 10 mm hex lock nuts 
There is no lock screw on the compound.

Figure 3-13  Compound base casting - raceway & T-nuts

M6 cross-slide 
lock screw

pound to be locked at any desired angle. 

The cross-slide, only, can be locked in place by a socket head 
cap screw that clamps the gib against the mating dovetail, Fig-
ure 3-14.

The graduated collars on both cross-slide and compound are 
not locked to the leadscrews. They can be set to any reference 
value relative to the handwheels. This is especially useful when 
making a specific depth of cut in the workpiece. Suppose the 
intention is make a 20 thousandths cut in a rotating round bar 
... advance the cross-slide slowly, stopping when the tool just 
grazes the workpiece; now, holding the handwheel stationary, 
rotate the cross slide collar to set ‘0’ against the datum, Figure 
3-12; continue to advance the tool to bring ‘20’ to the datum.

Be aware of leadscrew backlash when using the dials to 
measure distance traveled. Backlash is present (it always is to 
some degree) if the cross-slide or compound stays put when 
its handwheel is turned a few degrees in the opposite direction. 
Lost motion like this can be anything from 5 or 10 thousandths 
on the dial, even more. This means that cutting tool motion 
must always be in the same direction when approaching the 
point of reference, then onward by a specific amount to the 
desired location. Backlash ceases to be an issue - at least on 
the cross-slide - if the lathe is equipped with digital readouts 
(DROs).
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THE QUICK CHANGE TOOLPOST
A popular fix for most height-setting and other tool handling 
issues is replacement of the 4-way turret with a QCTP (Quick 
Change Tool Post). Two important features to look for in 
QCTPs are rigidity and repeatability — positioning accuracy 
when a tool is removed and replaced.

Figure 3-16  PM AXA-size Quick Change Tool Post (QCTP)
Tool shanks up to 1/2” 

Figure 3-16 shows the AXA (100-Series) QCTP from Preci-
sion Matthews. It is a rock solid wedge-type tool post with 
reliable repeat positioning. Because each toolholder has its 
own height adjustment (set it once and forget it) the QCTP is 
a great time-saver compared with other tool-holding systems 
— no need to check height when tool swapping. Most QCTP 
toolholders typically have no back rake, one exception being 
the cut-off tool (approximately 4 degrees). One other important 
point: with a QCTP the side cutting edge angle can be adjusted 
instantly, simply by rotating the tool post on its vertical axis.

The PM AXA tool post is simple to install. Other QCTPs have 
different threads, and will not fit without modification.

1.  Remove the 4-way turret, followed by the M4 locknut and 
slotted-head set screw at the end (back) of the compound. 
This will release the detent pin and spring, which should 
then be removed. 

2.  IMPORTANT  From the right side of the compound remove 
the pointed M6 set screw securing the turret center post.

3.  Lock the compound turntable to prevent rotation, then re-
move the center post (12 mm wrench on the flatted por-
tion).

4. Remove the center post from the new QCTP, then discard 
the square base plate that came with the center post (for 
other lathes this plate is typically machined to fit a T-slot on 
the compound, unlike the PM-1228).

5. Install the threaded QCTP center post in the compound, 
securing it with light-weight (breakable) thread locking fluid.

6. Secure the selected cutting tool in the tool holder.
7. Place the toolholder on the tool post, then rotate the post to 

set the tool tip against the tailstock center, or other height 
gauge.

8. Use the knurled thumb nut on the toolholder to increase/
decrease tool height as necessary, then lock the thumb nut.

9. Rotate the toolpost into position against the workpiece, set-
ting the cutting edge angle as desired.

10. Clamp the toolpost using a 19 mm or 3/4” wrench.

USING CUTTING TOOLS
In most turning operations the cutting tool is solidly mounted  
on the compound, and is moved relative to the workpiece by 
a combination of saddle, cross-slide and compound motions. 
The 4-way turret supplied with the lathe holds up to four cutting 
tools with shanks up to 5/8” thick, Figure 3-15. It can be rotat-
ed (counter-clockwise) to bring the selected tool into position, 
then clamped by the locking handle. A spring-loaded detent 
pin registers the turret square with the compound at 90 degree 
click-stop intervals.

Figure 3-15  Standard 4-way tool holder turret

Each tool on the turret needs to be raised by metal blocks 
and shims to bring its cutting edge exactly to the height of the 
lathe centerline. To do this, rotate the turret to set the tool tip 
as close as possible to a dead center installed in the tailstock 
(some users construct a special height gauge that sits on top 
of the cross-slide, or other reference surface). Tool height set-
ting within (say) ± 0.001” may take several tries with various 
combinations of shims — an exercise that has to be repeated 
every time a tool is sharpened. (One way to avoid this con-
cern is to use replaceable — or indexable — tungsten carbide 
inserts; these usually give repeatable height setting when re-
placed, or indexed.)
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TAILSTOCK
The tailstock leadscrew has a 10 TPI thread, with 4 inch travel. 
A graduated collar on the tailstock handwheel reads 0.001” 
per division. To remove tooling from the tailstock taper (MT3) 
turn the handwheel counter-clockwise (handle end view) until 
resistance is felt, then turn the handle a little more  to eject the 
tool. Conversely, to install a taper tool make certain that the 
quill is out far enough to allow firm seating.

For taper turning the tailstock may be offset by adjusting the 
M8 socket head screws on either side of the base, Figure 
3-17. To move the tailstock to the back, for instance, loosen 
the tailstock clamp lever, back out the offset screw on the 
back-facing side, then tighten the opposing screw on the front 
side.

Offsetting the tailstock for a specific taper is not a straight-
forward job; it is a lengthy, iterative process. The same 
goes for re-zeroing for normal operations. 

In practice, the only way to precisely determine a specific off-
set is to "cut and try' on the workpiece, or scrap stock, homing 
in on the correct degree of offset in small increments.

The same process is used when re-establishing "true zero" of 
the tailstock, in other words returning it to the normal axis for 
routine operations. A visual indication of zero offset is provid-
ed by a scale on the back surface, but this is not reliable for 
precise work.

One way to avoid cut-and-try is to prepare in advance a bar 
of (say) 1" diameter quality ground stock, with precise center 
drillings at both ends (do this by indicating for zero TIR in a 
4-jaw chuck, not in a 3-jaw unless known to be predictably 
accurate). The prepared bar can then be installed between 
centers and indicated along its length.

Figure 3-17  Tailstock

The gearbox controls provide 15 choices of leadscrew/feed 
shaft speed relative to spindle speed, Figure 3-19. Additional-
ly, the overall ratio is determined by the choice of “upper gear” 
(30T, 35T, 49T, 50T and 60T). The resulting 75 ratios give a 
wide selection of feed rates and thread pitches.

SETTING UP THE POWER FEED
The PM-1228VF gearbox is driven by a train of external gears 
taking power from the spindle gear. It has two power-feed out-
puts, Figure 3-18, one driving the leadscrew for thread cutting 
(only), the other driving a separate hex section feed shaft for 
routine turning and facing operations.

Figure 3-18  Leadscrew & feed shaft

Figure 3-19  Gearbox controls

TIP
For a better indica-
tion of control knob 
position, mark the 
knobs with a fiber 
tip pen.

Provided the spindle speed is below 600 rpm there is 
no need to stop the motor before changing gearbox 
settings.

The hex-section feed shaft drives the saddle through an ad-
justable dog clutch, Figure 3-23. The clutch is typically used 
to stop the saddle by decoupling the drive at a predetermined 
point set by the saddle stop, Figure 3-24. This same decou-
pling action also protects the system if accidentally overload-
ed, e.g., by a tool collision, when turning or facing under power.

The clutch comprises a pair of spring loaded steel balls bear-
ing on a detent disc driven by the gearbox. Spring pressure 
is adjusted by a threaded bobbin on the outboard end of the 
assembly, Figure 3-23. Setting the spring pressure is a pro-
cess of aiming for the best compromise between too high — 
damaging feed pressure — and too low, stopping prematurely.

Setting the clutch to work reliably with the saddle stop is a 
good example of such a compromise: start with low spring 
force, then work up in small increments until the carriage stops 
in the same location (say ± 0.005″, assuming a constant depth 
of cut and feed rate). This is not a precision feature because 
the stopping point can vary with unknowns such as tool sharp-
ness and consistency of workpiece material.

Offset
screw

Quill clamp 
lever

Tailstock 
clamp lever

Oiler
Oiler

Zero offset
datum

Continued on page 15  
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Figure 3-20  External drive components
This is the typical as-shipped configuration, with 30T upper gear, good 
for power feeding, and cutting more than 20 U.S. and metric threads. 
Numbers 1, 2 & 3 are clamp screws for adjustable components. The 
lower gear, always 90T,  is held in place by a keyed spacer bushing 
outside the gear, as shown here. For metric thread cutting the spacer 
bushing is inside the gear.

Figure 3-21  Other change gears
Alternate sizes for the upper gear are at right, 19 
mm bore. The 56T gear at left is an alternate mid-
dle gear, bore 30 mm, for 13 TPI threading only. 

Figure 3-21  Shifter assembly
This assembly transfers drive from the spindle 
gear (not shown) to the upper change gear, typi-
cally 30T. To reverse the gearbox input the shifter 
assembly is pivoted upwards, adding the second 
46T idler (B) to the drive train.  

Figure 3-22  Quadrant & middle gears
The middle gears, 86T and 91T, known as metric translating gears, 
run on a threaded sleeve. The sleeve runs on a movable axle post 
(19 mm head) that is clamped by a T-nut on the inside surface of the 
quadrant. To exchange the 86T gear for 56T (13TPI only), loosen the 
ring nut by tapping with a soft metal rod.

Slotted ring nut

Shifter assembly

Upper gear (varies)

Middle gears
86T & 91T

90T lower gear
(gearbox input)

Cover
safety
switch

Spindle pulley

Idler assembly

Quadrant

11

22

33 M6
M8

M8

M10

Middle gear axle 
post (19 mm)

Reverse
idler

A B
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EXTERNAL GEAR SWAPPING

Key fact ...
For all thread cutting, with a single exception, the middle 
gears are always 86T and 91T, and the lower gear is al-
ways 90T. The one exception is 13 threads per inch (TPI).

Non-metric applications
Most users find that the machine as supplied, with 30T 
upper gear, meets all typical needs without alteration — 
all fine-pitch threads up to 10 TPI, plus feed speeds from 
0.0016” to 0.0115” per revolution of the spindle. Coarser 
threads need a different size of upper gear; this in turn calls 
for the change gear “quadrant” to be repositioned. The pro-
cedure for this is:

1.  Loosen the M10 socket head screw securing the change 
gear quadrant; swing the quadrant down.

2.  Remove the M6 socket head screw and washer from the 
upper gear spindle.

3.  Exchange the upper gear (see the table of UNC/UNF 
threads later in this section). Be sure the shaft key en-
gages both the 65T inner gear and the selected upper 
gear.

4. Replace the M6 screw and washer.
5. Swing the change gear quadrant up to mesh the 91T 

gear with the new upper gear. Tighten the M10 screw.
6. Lubricate the gears.

How to gauge “correct mesh” Many users go by feel and 
intuition, others use a paper feeler gauge. The mesh is good 
if a scrap of 0.004” printer paper can be run between the 
gears with definite resistance.

Metric applications
For metric thread cutting the gearbox is driven slower than 
for US threads. This is done by driving the gearbox with the 
86T translating gear instead of the 91T gear, which usu-
ally serves only as an idler. Depending on the thread pitch 
called for, the upper gear may also need to be changed (see 
the table of Metric threads later in this section). Changing 
the upper gear is described above. To reconfigure the other 
gears the procedure is:

1. Remove the M8 socket head screw and washers from 
the gearbox input shaft (grip the Vee belt pulley to stop 
the gear rotating).

2. Remove the keyed spacer bush followed by the 90T 
gear. Be sure the key stays in place on the gearbox shaft.

3. Re-install the keyed spacer bush, followed by the 90T 
gear. The 90T gear should now be in line with the 86T 
translating gear.

4. On the gearbox input shaft replace the cup washer, the 
plain washer and M8 screw.

5. Using a 19 mm or 3/4” wrench loosen the middle gear 
axle post.

6. Mesh the 86T gear with the 90T gearbox input gear (see 
”How to gauge correct mesh” above), then re-tighten the 
axle.

7. Exchange the upper gear if necessary, see above.
8. Swing the change gear quadrant up to mesh the 91T 

gear with the upper gear, see above.
9. Lubricate the gears.

Figure 3-23  Feedshaft clutch
Hold the clutch body with one of the two supplied rods. Use the oth-
er rod to rotate the outer bobbin — forward to reduce feed pressure, 
backward to increase. Several turns of the outer bobbin may be need-
ed to achieve the desired result.

Saddle and cross-slide power feeds are both controlled by a 
single lever at right of the apron. The split-nut lever on the front 
of the apron is used only for thread cutting with the leadscrew. 
It is interlocked with the power feed lever, meaning that when 
the split-nut is engaged, the saddle/cross-slide power feed is 
disabled, and vice versa, Figures 3-25 and 3-26.

Before engaging the power feed, be sure there are no 
clamps or obstructions to impede motion! Select a low 
spindle speed for initial tests!

Figure 3-24  Saddle stop

If using the stop with power feed, be sure it is clamped 
firmly enough to trip the feedshaft clutch reliably no matter 
what feed pressure has been set, Figure 3-23. If the stop 
tends to slide, try inserting a shim between the clamp plate 
and underside of the bed.

SETTING UP THE POWER FEED (continued)
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Figure 3-25  Power feed enabled
Move the split-nut lever to the right, but NOT as far as it will go — go 
to the detent position, no further.

Figure 3-26  Split-nut closed on leadscrew (thread cutting)

Upper
gear 30 30 30

Gear
box A B C

1 0.0008 0.0017 0.0034

2 0.0010 0.0019 0.0038

3 0.0011 0.0022 0.0043

4 0.0013 0.0025 0.0051

5 0.0015 0.0030 0.0061

CROSS-SLIDE FEED
Inches per spindle

revolution

Upper
gear 30 30 30

Gear
box A B C

1 0.0016 0.0032 0.0064

2 0.0018 0.0036 0.0072

3 0.0021 0.0041 0.0082

4 0.0024 0.0048 0.0096

5 0.0029 0.0058 0.0115

SADDLE FEED
Inches per spindle revolution 

FEED RATES
These numbers are for 30T as the upper 
gear, the same setup used for cutting many 
fine pitch U.S. threads, Figure 3-33. Feed 
rates are about 5% slower with the metric 
setup, 30T upper gear, Figure 3-35. 

FEED RATES FOR NON-THREAD CUTTING OPERATIONS

Figure 3-27  Saddle feed engaged
To select saddle feed, pull the power feed lever toward 

you, then twist it to bring the LEFT-RIGHT arrows upper-
most. Swing the lever UP to engage the power feed.

Figure 3-28  Cross-slide feed engaged
To select cross-slide feed, pull the power feed lever toward 

you, then twist it to bring the UP-DOWN arrows upper-
most. Swing the lever DOWN to engage the power feed.

ENGAGING THE POWER FEED

Key facts ...
• If the split-nut lever (apron front) is moved too far to the right, 

the apron interlock will not allow you to move the power feed 
lever (right, black knob).

• When moving the power feed lever, always test gently for 
gear engagement, especially if the motor is off — feel for it, 
don’t jam it into gear, jog the cross-slide and/or saddle by 
hand if necessary.

• Disengage the power feed by returning the power feed lever 
to its center, neutral position.
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Figure 3-30  Reversed drive
LH threads, left-to-right power feed
Idler B is inserted into the drive train, reversing the gearbox input. 
The pivot point for the shifter assembly is the upper gear axle, so the 
mesh is not affected.

Figure 3-29  Normal drive
RH threads, right-to-left power feed
Idler A transmits the drive from spindle to gearbox. 
Idler B rotates, but does nothing,

THREAD CUTTING
Key facts ...
TPI threads
See Figure 3-33. For inch thread cutting, the 91T larger gear 
is simply an idler, transferring the drive from the upper gear to 
the gearbox input gear, 90T. One special case (13 and 26 TPI) 
uses the metric setup, but with a 56T gear substituted for the 
usual 86T gear.

Metric threads
The upper gear engages the 91T gear, Figure 3-35. The gear-
box input gear is driven by the smaller of the translating gears, 
86T.

COMPOUND SETUP FOR THREAD CUTTING
Thread cutting on the lathe is unlike most other turning oper-
ations, for two reasons: 1. The cutting tool must be precisely 
ground with an included angle of 60 degrees for most Amer-
ican and metric threads, and; 2. It is preferable to feed the 
tool into the workpiece at an angle so it cuts mostly on the left 
flank of the thread, Figure 3-31. The correct angle relative to 
the cross slide (zero degrees) is debatable — should it be 29, 
29-1/2 or 30 degrees? Many machinists prefer 29 degrees be-
cause it holds the cutting tool marginally clear of the right flank 
of the thread, close enough for cleanup of the flank while at the 
same time avoiding appreciable rubbing.

For metric threads the split-nut on the apron must 
remain engaged throughout the entire process.

Figure 3-31  Setting the compound for 30o infeed

REVERSING THE POWER FEED
The direction of feed shaft and leadscrew, relative to spindle 
rotation, is reversed simply by engaging an extra idler in the 
external drive train. To do this, first stop the spindle, then 
loosen the clamp screw #1, Figure 3-20. Pivot the shifter as-
sembly upward to engage Idler B. Make sure Idler B mesh-
es properly with the spindle gear, then re-tighten the clamp 
screw. Pivoting the shifter assembly does not affect the mesh 
of Idler A with the following gears in the drive train.

With Idler B in place, Figure 3-30, the feed shaft drives the 
saddle from left to right, and the cross-slide toward the opera-
tor (often giving better surface finish in facing operations). Ad-
ditionally, the leadscrew is setup for left-hand thread cutting 
when reversed by Idler B. 
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CUTTING PROCEDURE FOR TPI THREADS
This procedure assumes that a single point thread cutting tool 
will be used, and that the worm wheel on the threading dial 
assembly properly engages the leadscrew, Figure 3-32.

The threading dial cannot used for metric threads! The 
split-nut on the apron must not be disengaged until the 
threading operation is completed.

For metric and UNC/UNF threads the tool is ground to 60o (in-
cluded angle). It is installed so that its flanks are exactly 30o 
either side of the cross axis, ideally with the compound offset 
as Figure 3-31. Single-point threads are cut in as many as 
10 successive passes, sometimes more, each shaving a little 
more material off the workpiece.

To make the first thread-cutting pass the leadscrew is run at the 
selected setting (tables on following pages), and the carriage 
is moved by hand to set the cutting tool at the starting point of 
the thread. With the tool just grazing the workpiece, the split-
nut lever (Figure 3-26) is lowered to engage the leadscrew. 
This can be done at any point, provided the split-nut remains 
engaged throughout the entire multi-pass thread cutting 
process.

When the first pass is completed, the tool is backed out clear 
the workpiece (using the cross slide), and the spindle is re-
versed to bring the saddle back to the starting point. The cross 
slide is returned to its former setting, then the tool is advanced 
a few thousandths by the compound for the next pass. Each 
successive pass is done in the same way, each with a slightly 
increased infeed setting of the compound.    

Many users working on U.S. threads save time by disengaging 
the split-nut at the end of each cutting pass, reversing the sad-
dle quickly by hand, then re-engaging, usually by reference to 
the threading dial.

Figure 3-32  Threading dial (US threads only)

For most TPI numbers every engagement, including the first, 
must at the point where a specific line on the threading dial 
comes into alignment with the datum mark. If not, the second 
and subsequent passes will be out of sync. In some cases, 
see the “visualization” Figure 3-34, there is a choice of lines for 
re-engagement, but in every case the process calls for careful 
timing.

GENERAL RULES FOR THE THREADING DIAL
1. Divide the TPI value by 2: If this gives an EVEN whole 

number, example 12/2 = 6, re-engage at any line on the 
dial, also mid-way between the lines.

2. If the ÷ 2 result is an ODD whole number, examples 10/2 
= 5, 14/2 = 7, re-engage at any line on the dial, but NOT 
mid-way between the lines.

3. If the TPI value is a whole number not divisible by 2, ex-
ample 7, re-engage on the start line, or any line at right 
angles to it.

       If in doubt, re-engage on the start line!

Figure 3-33  General setup for UNC/UNF (TPI) threads
In this setup the 91T gear is only an idler.

[NOTE: Disengagement and re-engagement of the split-
nut is not applicable to metric threads — leave the split-
nut engaged throughout the entire process]

Typical depths of cut per pass vary from an initial 0.005” or so, 
to as little as 0.001”, even less. A finishing pass or two with 
increments of only 0.0005” — or none at all, to deal with the 
spring-back effect, can make all the difference between a too-
tight thread and one that runs perfectly.

Assuming that the compound is set over at between 29 and 
30 degrees, the total depth of cut is approximately 0.69 times 
the thread pitch, P (this equates to a straight-in thread depth of 
0.6 times P). There may be a need for a few thousandths more 
in-feed than 0.69P, almost certainly not less. 

Table of threads per inch
For 13, 19 & 26 TPI, see the page following Metric Threads.

Upper
gear 30 30 30 49 49 49 60 60 60

Gear
box A B C A B C A B C

1 72 36 18 44 22 11 36 18 9

2 64 32 16 32 16 8

3 56 28 14 28 14 7

4 48 24 12 24 12 6

5 40 20 10 20 10 5

UNC/UNF THREADS
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UNC/UNF THREADS

Sorted by TPI value
For 13, 19 & 26 TPI, see the page following Metric Threads

30T upper gear 49T upper gear 60T upper gear
TPI Gearbox TPI Gearbox TPI Gearbox

10 C5 11 C1 5 C5

12 C4 22 B1 6 C4

14 C3 44 A1 7 C3

16 C2 8 C2

18 C1 9 C1

20 B5 10 B5

24 B4 12 B4

28 B3 14 B3

32 B2 16 B2

36 B1 18 B1

40 A5 20 A5

48 A4 24 A4

56 A3 28 A3

64 A2 32 A2

72 A1 36 A1

Figure 3-34  Threading dial visualization for selected U.S. threads
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Figure 3-35  General setup for Metric threads
In this setup the lower gear is driven through the 
translating gear pair, 86T + 91T.

Upper
gear 30 30 30 35 35 35 50 50 50 60 60 60

Gearbox A B C A B C A B C A B C

1
2 0.75 1.5 1.75 1.25 2.5 0.75 1.5 3

3 0.5 1 2

4 0.5 1 2 1 2 4

5 0.6 0.7 1 2 4

METRIC THREADS

METRIC THREAD CUTTING

Pitch Upper
gear Gearbox

0.5 30 A4

0.5 35 A3

0.6 30 A5

0.7 35 A5

0.75 30 B2

0.75 60 A2

1.0 30 B4

1.0 35 B3

1.0 50 A5

1.0 60 A4

1.25 50 B2

Pitch Upper
gear Gearbox

1.5 30 C2

1.5 60 B2

1.75 35 C2

2.0 30 C4

2.0 35 C3

2.0 50 B5

2.0 60 B4

2.50 50 C2

3.0 60 C2

4.0 50 C5

4.0 60 C4

Metric threads sorted by pitch

0.8 mm pitch
For 0.8 mm use the setup for 32 TPI, 
Figure 3-33. For practical purposes 
the two pitches are interchangeable:
8 mm = 0.31496”, 1/32 = 0.31250”

How a non-metric leadscrew cuts metric threads
This is done by “translating” the leadscrew drive, running it slower than 
for US threads by the factor 86T/91T = 0.945. To see how this works, 
compare the US setup for 8 TPI (0.125”  pitch) with the metric setup 
for 3 mm pitch. Both use the same 60T upper gear and the same C2 
gearbox setting, but the leadscrew turns more slowly — so 0.125“ be-
comes 0.125 x 0.945 = 0.1181” = 3 mm.

Figure 3-36  Setup for 13, 19 and 26 TPI
This is like the metric setup, but with 56T as the middle gear. On the gearbox select 
C & 2 for 13 TPI, B & 2 for 26 TPI. For 19 TPI use the 30T upper gear with C & 2.

How the 13 TPI setup works ...

The usual metric setup, Figure 3-35, 
assuming a 60T upper gear, gives an 
overall shaft ratio of 60/91 x 86/90 = 
0.630. With gear selections C and 2 this 
cuts a 3 mm pitch thread.

The 13 TPI setup uses the same 60T 
upper gear, but a smaller middle gear 
(56T), giving a shaft ratio of 60/91 x 56/90 
= 0.4102. This turns the leadscrew slower 
by the factor 0.4102/0.630 = 0.6511.

What would have been 3 mm pitch 
becomes:
3 x 0.6511 = 1.9533 mm
= 0.0769” pitch = 13 TPI.

SPECIAL CASE: 13TPI
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STEADY & FOLLOWER RESTS 
Short, rigid workpieces mounted in a chuck can typically be 
machined without additional support. Long, slender workpiec-
es need support near the cutting tool. There are two options for 
this: 1. A tailstock center (usually a live center), or; 2. A steady 
rest, Figure 3-37. This is often used in combination with the 
saddle-mounted follower rest, Figure 3-38.

The tailstock center can be used with any size and shape of 
workpiece (such as non-symmetrical castings), but it may ob-
struct the turning tool for facing operations, and it also may 
disallow drilling or tapping with a tailstock chuck.

Figure 3-37  Steady rest  Maximum diameter 2-3/4 in.

File photos

Figure 3-38  Follower rest  Maximum diameter 1-3/4 in.

File photo

The steady rest on the other hand does allow face turning and 
tailstock chuck operations; however, it can only be used if the 
outboard end of the workpiece is circular and centered on the 
lathe axis with practically zero runout.

The step-by-step procedure for setting up the steady rest de-
pends on personal preferences. Some users first install the 
steady rest casting on the bed, then mount the workpiece in a 
chuck (or between centers); others set up the workpiece first, 
then install the steady rest on the lathe bed. Either way, the 
region of the workpiece under the steady rest fingers must run 
true, and the fingers must not apply any off-axis loading.

To set up the steady rest, loosen the three hex nuts, inset pho-
to, then back out the thumbscrews to spread the fingers be-
yond the workpiece diameter. Tighten the nuts just enough to 
allow the thumbscrews to push the fingers inward. Fully tighten 
the nuts when the fingers are gently touching — but not de-
flecting — the workpiece. Apply oil frequently at the contact 
points while machining.

The follower rest helps prevent flexing of the workpiece by pro-
viding support directly ahead of the cutting tool, Figure 3-39. 
It is secured to the saddle with two 8 mm socket head screws.

Figure 3-39  Steady rest in combination with the follower rest
This shows a PM-1228VF cutting a thread on 1/4” drill rod. The 

cutting tool in this case was shop-ground from an HSS blank. For 
operations like this the outer end of the workpiece is sometimes sta-
bilized using a live center in addition to the follower (not possible in 

this setup because of interference between live center and toolpost).
For thread cutting the compound is usually set at 29 or 30 degrees 

relative to the front-to-back axis, as in the inset photo.
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Figure A  Center-to-center axis

ALIGNING THE LATHE

The most important attribute of a properly set up lathe is its 
ability to “machine parallel”, to cut a cylinder of uniform diame-
ter over its entire length. In other words, no taper.

Leveling of the lathe is a part of this, see Section 1. Equally 
important is the alignment of the center-to-center axis with the 
lathe bed, as seen from above. [Vertical alignment is nowhere 
near as critical, rarely a cause of taper unless the lathe is dam-
aged or badly worn.]

How to align lathe centers
The PM-1228VF-LB tailstock may be offset for taper turning 
and other operations. For routine operations, the offset must 
be precisely zero, Figure A.

Precise method
This method uses a precision ground steel rod at least 10" 
long. Look for 3/4 or 1 inch "drill rod" with a diameter tolerance 
of ± 0.001" or less.

Straightness and uniform diameter are both important 
(absolute diameter is not).

1. Set the rod in a collet chuck, or independent 4-jaw chuck, 
with the outer end about 1/2 inch clear of the chuck.

2. Use a dial indicator to check for runout. If using a 4-jaw 
adjust as necessary for minimum TIR (aim for 0.0005" or 
less).

3. Center-drill the end of the ground rod.
4. Reverse the rod, re-adjust for minimum TIR, then drill the 

other end.
5. Set the drill rod snugly between centers, as Figure C. Lock 

the tailstock.
6. Set a dial indicator on the cross-slide (to eliminate vertical 

error use a flat disc contact, not the usual spherical type — 
if a disc contact is not available, machine a cap to fit over 
the spherical point).

7. Starting at location (1), note which way the pointer rotates 
when the cross-slide is moved inward. (In this diagram the 
pointer is shown turning clockwise.)

8. Pre-load the indicator by a few thousandths, then traverse 
the saddle from (1) to (2).

If the pointer turns clockwise as you go toward the tailstock, as 
Figure C, the tailstock is biased to the front. This will cause the 
lathe to cut a tapered workpiece with the larger diameter at the 
headstock end. Correct this by a series of very small adjust-
ments to the tailstock offset, aiming for the perfect result — no 
pointer movement from (1) to (2), Figure D.

The scale provided on the tailstock is not reliable for pre-
cision work — think of it as only a starting point. What follows 
are two methods for aligning centers, one quick and easy, the 
other more precise.

Quick method
This method works only if the centers are in new condition, 
sharp and clean.
1. Carefully clean the taper sockets and the tapers them-

selves. Install the tapers.
2. Move the saddle left as far as it will go, then slide the 

tailstock left to touch the saddle.
3. Lock the tailstock (this is important — unlocked to locked 

can mean an offset of several thousandths). Try to use the 
same locking force every time you move the tailstock.

4. Advance the tailstock quill to bring the centers together.
5. Place a scrap of hard shim stock or an old-style dou-

ble-edge razor blade between the centers, Figure B.
6. Advance the tailstock quill to trap the blade, then lock the 

quill. If the centers are aligned, the blade will point squarely 
front to back. If not, adjust the tailstock offset by a series of 
very small adjustments.

7. If the range of quill motion permits, check the blade align-
ment at various extensions of the quill. There should be no 
appreciable variation.

Figure C  Drill rod between misaligned centers 
Different indicator readings at (1) and (2)

Figure B  Quick alignment check
Figure D  Perfect alignment

Zero indicator change between locations (1) and (2)
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Section 4  SERVICING THE LATHE

Disconnect power before any maintenance operation!

Remove all machining debris and foreign objects before lubricating ANYTHING! Use the 
recommended lubricants or similar. Any oil is better than no oil – but only as a stop gap.

LUBRICATION — GEARBOX DRAIN & REFILL
How often? Every 12 months, recommended.

GENERAL
Aside from abrasive particles and machining debris, lack of 
proper lubrication is the main cause of premature wear. Ro-
tating parts are easy to lubricate, sliding parts are not. Gibs 
are tightened for the best compromise between rigidity and 
slideability, which means practically zero gap between the 
ways. It is not obvious which are the bearing surfaces on the 
various dovetail surfaces — some of the interfaces look like 
bearing surfaces, but are simply narrow gaps.

Every few hours of operation: 1. Apply the recommended 
way-oil with a dedicated short-bristle brush such as the type 
used for applying flux; 2. Use a similar brush to apply oil to the 
leadscrews; 3. Apply oil to the ball oilers, see below.

The spindle runs on sealed, pre-lubricated roller bearings re-
quiring no routine attention.

Recommended lubricants
Gearbox: ISO 68, such as Mobil DTE Heavy/Medium circulat-
ing oil. Alternative: 75W90 gear oil (auto parts store). Approxi-
mate quantity required is 1/2 pint.
Ball oilers: ISO 68 way oil, such as Mobil Vactra No. 2, or 
equivalent.
Machine ways (dovetails): ISO 68 way oil, such as Mobil 
Vactra No. 2, or equivalent.
External change gears: light general purpose grease, NLGI 
No. 2, or equivalent.
Leadscrews: ISO 68 way oil, such as Mobil Vactra No. 2, or 
equivalent.

BALL OILERS
Use a pump-type oil can, preferably with a flexible spout tipped 
with a soft tube. The ID of the tip should be large enough 
to seat on the oiler's brass flange, more than spanning the 
spring-loaded steel ball. When the oil can tip is firmly pressed 
onto the brass surface oil pressure must displace the ball, al-
lowing oil to flow into the bearing. Before oiling check that the 
ball is not stuck – press it lightly with a probe.

Figure 4-1  Gearbox fill plug & sight glass

1. Run the lathe for a few minutes to warm the oil if neces-
sary.

2. With an 8 mm hex key remove the fill plug, Figure 4-1.
3. Locate the drain plug under the gearbox, right hand end 

(not shown). Some paint removal may be needed for 
access to the hex socket, also 8 mm. Loosen the plug so 
it can be removed with the fingers.

4. Place a drain pan under the drain plug, Figure 4-2. 

5. Remove the drain plug.
6. Allow the oil to drain completely, then replace the drain 

plug and O-ring seal.
7. Attach a short length of 1/4" ID flexible tube (e.g., clear 

PVC) to a small funnel. If using a squeezable bottle of 
75W90 gear oil with the usual pointed tip, attach the 
flexible tubing directly to the tip, pre-cut to suit the tube on 
hand.

8. Insert the tube into the fill hole, then add just an ounce or 
two of oil.

9. When satisfied that the gearbox is oil-tight, add oil to the 
halfway mark on the sight glass (about 1/2 pint).

10. Replace the fill plug.

Figure 4-2   Drain pan
This example was made from a thin-wall 64 oz 

polyethylene box, easily cut with scissors.

LUBRICATION — LEADSCREW
Maintain a light film of oil on both the leadscrew and feed shaft 
at all times.
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LUBRICATION — OILERS

Figure 4-3  Saddle & compound oilers
There are no oilers on the cross-slide other than the leadscrew 
oiler on the front flange — apply oil to the cross-slide dovetail 
surfaces using a flux brush or similar. Do this on other sliding 
surfaces over the entire machine, even if oil has been applied to 
the ball oilers.

Figure 4-5  Tailstock oilers

Figure 4-4  Leadscrew and feed shaft oilers

Figure 4-6  Shifter assembly oilers
The two Zerk fittings are intended for oil, not grease. They 

may be difficult to get to, in which case one alternative is to 
remove the fittings altogether and replace them with (say) 

short socket head cap screws, which can be removed to al-
low oil to be squirted directly into the axles. The Zerk screw 

threads are M8 x 1, not the more common M8 x 1.25.

Figure 4-7  Shifter assembly pivot
There is no oiler on the pivot axle post: remove 
the M6 screw and washer, slide the upper gear 

assembly clear, then apply oil directly to the axle.

Figure 4-8  Middle gear oiler

ADJUSTMENT — GIB SCREWS

Figure 4-9  Gib strip schematic
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The cross-slide and compound slide on ground dovetail ways, 
Figure 4-8. In the gap between inner and outer dovetails is a 
thin gib strip, usually cast iron. Screws with locknuts on the 
sliding component press the gib strip firmly against the inner 
dovetail, eliminating unwanted side to side movement while at 
the same time allowing smooth positioning by leadscrew and 
handwheel. Adjusting the gib screws is a trial and error process 
that takes time and patience. Aim for the best compromise of 
rigidity and reasonably free slide motion. Too tight means ac-
celerated wear on the ways and leadscrews. Too free means 
instability of the cutting tool, inaccuracies and chatter.

Figure 4-9  Cross-slide: 5 gib screws & lock screw (arrowed)

Figure 4-11  Saddle gib support
Gib pressure is adjusted by four set screws, with locknuts, which  
apply upward pressure on a separate gib strip (not visible here). The 
center screw prevents side to side movement of the gib strip. Oil the 
underside of the bed way using a flux brush or similar. Figure 4-13  Handwheel attachment

Use a socket wrench to adjust — 13 mm for the 
compound, 17 mm for the cross-slide/

Figure 4-10  Compound gib screws (four)

ADJUSTMENT — CROSS-SLIDE BACKLASH
When alternating between clockwise and counter clockwise 
rotation, the cross-slide handwheel may move freely a few de-
grees but the cross-slide table stays put.

Cross-slide lost motion is due to two factors: 1. Handwheel 
attachment to the leadscrew is too loose, and; 2. Wear in the 
leadscrew nut, item #548 in the Saddle parts diagram. This is 
a split nut with a tapered back surface that is compressed by 
a point-tipped M8 set screw (not in the parts diagram), see 
Figure 4-12. The pointed screw is locked by a second, outer 
set screw.

The compound leadscrew nut is not adjustable.

Cross-slide and compound gib screws are not all the same: 
Cross-slide, M5 set screws with 8 mm hex lock nuts; Com-
pound, M6 set screws with 10 mm hex lock nuts There is 
no lock screw on the compound. 

Figure 4-12  Cross-slide leadscrew nut attachment

Handwheels on the cross-slide and compound are attached by 
self-locking Nyloc-style nuts. Tighten these to the point where 
the handwheels are just short of binding, then back off a little.

Aim for a backlash of about 0.005”. Less than that tends to 
accelerate wear on the leadscrews and nuts.

There are saddle gibs at front and back, Figures 4-9 and 4-11. 

Saddle front gib 
screw, 1 of 4

Saddle lock

Their function is only to hold the saddle firmly down on the 
bed ways, not to prevent front-to-back motion — that restraint 
comes from the triangular tenon on the front bed way. The front 
gib components are #523 and #547 on the saddle parts dia-
gram. A cutout in the right hand gib #523 provides space for 
the saddle clamp plate, #524. The front gibs are not adjustable. 
They are lightly attached to the saddle by four M8 screws, two 
of which are concealed by the cross-slide if fully forward. The 
screws should be secure, but not over-tight.   
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ADJUSTMENT — SPINDLE BEARINGS

The spindle runs on two grease-packed precision bearings, 
a tapered roller bearing at the nose, and a deep-groove ball 
bearing at the pulley end. They are factory adjusted, and 
should need no attention. If end play becomes evident (work-
piece chatter, poor finish, etc.), this can be corrected by tight-
ening the spindle locknut, Figure 4-12. To do this, loosen the 
two clamp screws, proceed as follows:

The item numbers refer to Figure 4-16 and also the Headstock 
parts diagram
1. Remove the chuck or other work holding device from the 

spindle.
2. Disengage the external gear train and remove the Vee belt.
3. Using a 3 mm hex key, remove the two flat-head screws, 

item #251 (removing the screws allows the compressible 
locknut #281 to turn).

4. Unscrew locknut #281 one full turn.
5. Place a scrap wooden block about 3/4″ thick over the left 

hand end of the spindle.
6. Strike the block with a heavy dead-blow hammer. The in-

tention is to drive the spindle forward just enough to intro-
duce end float detectable by hand.

7. Using the supplied pin wrench located in the arrowed holes, 
Figure 4-16), re-tighten the locknut to the point where the 
spindle rotates (by hand) with noticeable resistance.

8. Back off the nut a few degrees then check spindle rotation 
again.

9. Re-loosen and re-tighten a few times to achieve the best 
compromise, then re-compress the locknut with the two 
flat-head screws.

10. Re-attach the Vee belt. Run the motor for a few seconds to 
check for smooth/quiet operation.

11. Run the motor for a lengthy period, say 15 minutes, then 
check the temperature of the spindle nose. It should be just 
warm to the touch, no hotter than that.

If hotter than the “just warm” spec, the bearings are too heavily 
pre-loaded. Back off the spindle locknut, then repeat the 15 
minute temperature test..
  

ADJUSTMENT — LEADSCREW END FLOAT

ADJUSTMENT — LEADSCREW SPLIT-NUT

Figure 4-14  Split-nut adjustment
M5 socket head cap screws, 8 mm locknuts

Upper and lower split nuts run in vertical dovetails in the apron, 
see part(s) #605 in the Apron parts diagram. The split-nut le-
ver at the front of the apron should move smoothly, but with 
a small degree of resistance. If is becomes noticeably loos-
er over time, this can be corrected by tightening the screws 
shown in Figure 4-14.

Adjust the leadscrew and feed shaft for minimal end float (side 
to side movement) without noticeable binding. Loosen the out-
er locknut; tighten the inner nut to press the flat washer  firmly 
against the support bracket, then back off about 45 degrees. 
Re-tighten the locknut .   

19 mm

17 mm

Figure 4-15  End float adjustment

Figure 4-16  Pin wrench for spindle locknut
The inside rim of the wrench may need easing with a file or grinder

Screw
#251

Locknut
#281
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INSTALLING DRO SCALES
Because no two owner-installed DRO installations are iden-
tical  — even on similar machines — the following notes are 
mostly suggestions, not detailed instructions.

Installing a DRO scale on the longitudinal axis, in line with the 
lathe bed, is usually straightforward. Not so for the cross-
slide scale: there are several choices here depending on user 
preferences — for instance, whether or not the installation has 

Figure A  Suggested attachment of DRO scale to cross-slide

Figure B  Modified scale support & cross-slide holes

Figure C  Surface for standoff block, RH side of saddle
This surface was milled to be truly vertical, in line with the cross-slide 
dovetails. No mill? Set screws in the standoff block (or shims) can be 

used instead to correct alignment. Drill & tap 2 or 3 holes.

Figure D  Back surface of the saddle
Drill & tap 2 or 3 M5 (or 10-32) holes. Like the 
right hand surface, Figure C, this can be done 

with a drill press or mill if the saddle is removed

to allow access to the saddle and cross-slide lock screws, and/
or to the cross-slide gib screws. The follower rest is another 
instance. If this is likely to be needed in upcoming projects, 
the cross-slide DRO scale has to be installed on the right-hand 
side of the cross-slide.

In the following example installation, the scale is on the right 
side, and it does allow access to: 1. Cross-slide lock screw; 2. 
Saddle lock screw, and; 3. Cross-slide gib screws. It does not 
interfere with the follower rest.

Keep in mind that this is a suggested installation, with draw-
ings intended only as a starting point Before cutting metal, 
compare the drawings and photos with your machine. Dimen-
sions can change without notice. Also, surfaces that were ma-
chined on the sample may be raw or hand finished on other 
models. Expect to do a lot of planning, and precise shop work. 
Doing this right takes care and attention!

All glass scale DROs are similar in principle, but differ widely 
in practice. These notes describe the 2-axis kit supplied by 

Precision Matthews. The kit comes with two 
support plates, one for the reading head, the 
other for the scale. Expect to do a few hours 
of shop work — example, a shop-made sup-
port plate, Figure A, for the reading head 
was used in place of the supplied plate. Be-
tween the support plate and the saddle is a 
shop-made standoff block. 

A milling machine is helpful but not essen-
tial. If available, a mill can be used to square 
and flatten mounting surfaces, and also to 
machine counterbored slots for easier instal-
lation.
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SUGGESTED PROCEDURE: CROSS-SLIDE SCALE

* If the saddle was removed for milling, the back surface can be drilled 
and tapped on drill press or mill, Figure D. Otherwise, the back surface 
is drilled with the saddle in place. 

Figure G  Limit mark on scale
Note the punch mark on the scale 

above the arrow on the reading head

Figure F  Aligning the support plates
One of two temporary standoffs is behind the square

Figure H  Scale set-back
Masking tape shows the approximate location. This must be mea-

sured precisely if the support plate doesn’t have slotted holes to allow 
trial and error front to back positioning.

Figure E  Standoff block for reading head
A 3/16″ diameter steel ball was inserted between the gib and the 
replacement hex head cross-slide lock screw (M6 ) shown here, 
arrowed. The ball applies pressure more evenly on the gib.

1. Fabricate the 1/4″ thick replacement reading head support 
plate shown in Figure A. The slots are not counterbored, 
so can be filed.

2. Drill and tap two or more M5 (or 10-32) holes in the well 
area on the right hand side of the saddle, Figure C. (If you 
are doing this with the saddle in place, see the separate 
lathe DRO installation note from Precision Matthews.) For 
the installation illustrated here the saddle was removed 
and milled as Figure C for a flat, vertical surface.* Three 
tapped holes is overkill if the surface is milled as shown 
— but probably not if the reading head plate is to be trued 
using shims or jacking screws instead.

3. Fabricate a 3/8″ thick standoff block with counterbored or 
countersunk holes, as Figure E. Drill and tap two tapped 
M5 (or 10-32) holes to match the slots in the reading head 
support plate.

4. Attach the standoff block to the saddle. Check that the 
block surface is truly at right angles to the top surface of 
the cross-slide, and in line with the cross-slide, front to 
back. This is important! Shim as necessary.

5. Loosely attach the reading head support plate to the 
standoff block (skt heads and washers).

6. This step determines how thick to make the standoffs be-
tween cross-slide and the scale support plate. The outface 
of the scale support plate should be perfectly aligned with 
the reading head support plate, Figure F. In the example 
installation the temporary standoffs, one at each end of 
the scale support, were about 0.3” thick, a combination 
of 1/4″ plate and shims. They were held in place on the 
cross-slide using thin double-sided tape.

7. Attach the reading head to its support plate with two M4 
skt heads, preferably with lock washers. Attach the read-
ing head support plate loosely to the standoff block on 
the saddle. Careful handling is needed here to avoid 
stressing the interface between head and scale

8. Temporarily install the scale on its support plate with two 
M4 skt heads.

9. Note the markings on scale and reading head, Figure G. 
The photo shows full travel of the head to the right. Push-
ing it beyond this point, or the corresponding point at the 
other end, may damage the DRO.

10. With the temporary standoffs in place between the scale 
support plate and the cross-slide, crank the cross-slide 
handle counter-clockwise to bring the cross-slide fully to-
ward you — dead stop. Gently ease the scale forward as 
far as it will go, watching out for the limit mark. Measure 
the set-back between the front face of the cross-slide and 
the end of the scale, Figure H. This is important — it 
sets the location of the scale support plate relative to the 
cross-slide. In the example installation the set-back was 
0.75″. If you have a mill, and can slot the scale support 
plate, Figure B, the set-back measurement is not critical. 
Not so if you are installing by dead reckoning, holes in-
stead of slots.

11. Remove the scale and reading head. Modify the scale 
support plate with two new slotted holes, if able, then drill/
tap the cross-slide to suit (the hole locations in Figure B 
are clear of the T-slots). In the example installation, the 
cross-slide was removed and processed on a mill.

12. With the temporary standoffs in place, secure the scale 
support plate to the cross-slide, then re-test for vertical 
alignment, Figure F. Determine the exact thickness of the 
finished standoffs using feeler gages.

13. Fabricate the finished standoffs. Those shown in Figure J 

Scale support 
plate

Reading head 
support plate

Instead of milling 
the right hand sur-
face of the saddle, 
jacking screws in 
the standoff block 
can be used to set 
the block vertical
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Figure J  Final installation of scale support plate

Figure K  Indicating the scale support plate
A similar setup can be used to indicate the top surface 
of the scale. The skt head saddle lock screw has been 
replaced here by an M8 x 45 hex head, arrowed, acces-
sible with a standard combination wrench, inset.

were milled to size.

14. Set the exact vertical location of the scale support plate 
(not the scale) by pressing down on a plate of suitable 
thickness (3/8″ was used in Figure F), then tighten the 
attachment screws. Why 3/8″? Because that positions the 
support plate and scale well above the saddle lock nut 
and gib screws.

15. Because slotted holes in the scale allow vertical adjust-
ment, the top surface of the support plate need not be 
exactly parallel to the top of the cross-slide — but it will 
greatly assist disassembly/reassembly if it is. Indicate it 
and adjust using a setup as in Figure K.

16. Re-install the scale with M4 screws semi-tight. Re-install 
the reading head with the M4 screws tight ... but leave the 
support plate loose enough so it can find its own location, 

up or down. Check again for front-to-back positioning. 
Fine-tune the scale position if necessary.

17. Indicate the top surface of the scale as in Figure K. Ad-
just the scale up/down for an end-to-end difference of 
not more than 0.010″. Indicate the side of the scale in the 
same way: there should be practically no end-to-end dif-
ference if the scale support standoffs are identical — but 
it is worth checking. 

18. Tighten the reading head support plate screws.
19. Install the supplied scale cover (two flat head screws).
20. Connect the reading head cable to the upper port on the 

display unit. See the end of this section for parameter set-
up.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE: LONGITUDINAL SCALE 

This is a list of important points and recommendations, not a 
step-by-step procedure.

In this installation the scale is stationary, attached to the bed, 
and the reading head is connected to the saddle.

• Left to right placement of the scale is important. If the read-
ing head is allowed to travel beyond its designed end stop 
— at either end — the scale and/or reading head will be 
damaged. End stop markings are similar to those shown in 
Figure G. The reading head cable should exit on the head-
stock side.

• Check the range of saddle motion before deciding where to 
place the scale. At the tailstock end the saddle stops at the 
point where the saddle itself (or the cross-slide DRO scale) 
touches the tailstock casting: for this measurement the cast-
ing must be against its stop screw (M8 skt head screw in the 
bed). At the other end the saddle is stopped by the feedshaft 
clutch. For this measurement compress the clutch by rotat-
ing the outer bobbin clockwise as far as it will go (maximum 
spring compression).

• Decide how the reading head will be connected to the sad-
dle. This can be done with a combination of the supplied alu-
minum angles and additional shop-made components, or a 
link plate made from scratch, Figures D and M. In the exam-
ple installation, the link plate is 1/4″ aluminum, 5″ long, with 
a 1/4″ thick standoff plate against the back of the saddle. 
The reading head angle is 3/16″ material, slotted to match 
M5 holes in the link plate, Figure P. The underside of the 
angle is slotted for  M4 screws (2.36” centers).

• Check that the M4 holes under the reading head are proper-
ly tapped. Run an M4 tap through them to be sure.

• The machined surface in back stands proud of the main 
casting. Remove and discard the four set screws. The scale 
(also the cover) needs standoffs at both ends to clear this 
surface. Washers totaling about 0.2” thick were used to  
standoff the scale in the example installation.  

• Set the height of the scale using a block as in Figure L.
• Drill and tap M5 for the scale ends (for precautions see the 

separate lathe DRO installation note from Precision Mat-
thews).

• Install the scale temporarily. Place the cover on top of the 
scale, with a little space to allow for scale adjustment. Mark 
for two M5 attachment screws. Remove the scale before 
drilling and tapping — cast iron dust gets everywhere.

• Re-install the scale in its final location, indicating side and 
top as Figures M and N. Spring lock washers under the M5 
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Figure P  Final assembly (cover attachment hole arrowed)

Figure Q  Cover installed

Figure L  Height setting block

Figure M  Indicating the scale side
The dial indicator is clamped to the reading head link plate

Figure N  Indicating the scale top

skt heads are recommended. For both side and top indi-
cations look for an end-to-end difference of not more than 
0.010″.

• Take care to ensure that reading head is exactly aligned with 
the scale.

• Connect the ground terminal on the display unit to a reliable 
ground on the lathe bed.  

SETTING UP THE DISPLAY 

Switch off the display before connecting cables!
• Plug the cross-slide (X axis) cable into the upper port on 

the display unit. 
• Plug the longitudinal (Y axis) cable into the lower port on 

the display unit.
• Switch the display unit ON: then, immediately following the 

beep, press the numeral 6 to enter the Parameter Setup 
mode. 

• Press the down arrow repeatedly until the word RESOLUTE 
is displayed, then press Enter, ENT (red button).

• Press the blue X (cross-slide) button to display 0.001 in the 
upper numerical display.

• Press the blue Zo/Y (longitudinal) button to display 0.005 in 
the lower numerical display.

• Press ENT, then press the down arrow repeatedly until the 
word EXIT is displayed. Press ENT again to leave the pa-
rameter setup mode.

The following applies only to the Precision Matthews 
brand lathe DRO display.
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Section 5  PARTS

There may be detail 
differences between 
this representative 
drawing and the 
machine as supplied

Dimensions in millimeters

MOTOR & CONTROL BOARD  Fig 1

Ref Description Part
901 Power line Z2174

902 Cable gland M12 Z2175

905 Breaker 32A Z2176

906 Screw M4 x 8 Z2177

907 Mounting plate Z2178

914 Screw M5 x 12 Z2179

915 Top rear cover Z2180

916 Screw M3 x 10 Z2181

917 110V outlet Z2182

918 Nut M3 Z2183

Ref Description Part
921 Screw M8 x 25 Z2184

922 Flat washer 8 Z2185

923 Pivot plate Z2186

924 Washer Z2187

925 Screw M10 x 40 Z2188

927 Spacer Z2189

936 Pivot shoulder pin Z2190

937 Washer Z2191

938 Spacer bush 10 Z2192

939 Nut M10 Z2193

Ref Description Part
944 Flat washer 8 Z2194

947 Screw M6 x 16 Z2195

951 Internal circlip 37  Z2196

952 Idler wheel Z2197

953 External circlip 12 Z2198

954 Bearing 6301 Z2199

955 Shaft Z2200

959 Nut M8 Z2201

960 Spring washer 8 Z2202

961 Screw M8 x 25 Z2203

962 Screw M8 x 40 Z2204

963 Flat washer 6 Z2205

965 Key 6 x 6 x 22 Z2206

966 Motor mount Z2207

967 1500W motor Z2208

968 Idler base Z2209

970 Vee belt Z2210

9001 Motor pulley Z2211

9105 Screw M4 x 8 Z2212

9106 Back cover Z2213

9112 Flat washer 4 Z2214

9115 Main enclosure Z2215

9116 Screw M6 x 12 Z2216

9126 Rear enclosure Z2217

9127A Support plate Z2224

9128 Screw M4 x 12 Z2218

9129 Screw M4 x 60 Z2219

9132 PC board Z2220

9133 Mounting plate Z2221

9134 Standoff Z2222

9135 Grommet 12 Z2223
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BED  Fig 2

There may be detail 
differences between 
this representative 
drawing and the 
machine as supplied

Dimensions in millimeters

Ref Description Part
101 Backsplash Z2225

102 Screw M8 x 12 Z2226

103 Flat washer 8 Z2227

104 Bed casting Z2228

106 Leadscrew Z2229

107 Nut M12 Z2230

108 Flat washer 12 Z2231

109 Leadscrew support Z2232

110 Protective cap Z2233

Ref Description Part
111 Screw M4 x 8 Z2234

112 Feed shaft Z2235

113 Flat washer 10 Z2236

114 Round pin 8 x 30 Z2237

115 Oil cup 6 Z2238

116 Screw M8 x 45 Z2239

117 Nut M10 Z2240

118 Flat key 4 x 4 x 28 Z2241

119 Screw M6 x 16 Z2242

Ref Description Part
120 Round pin 8 x 16 Z2243

121 Rack Z2244

122 Flat washer 6 Z2245

123 Screw M6 x 12 Z2246

124 Flat washer 6 Z2247

125 Nut M6 Z2248

126 Spring washer 8 Z2249

127 Flat washer 10 Z2250

128 Flat washer 12 Z2251
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HEADSTOCK  Fig 3

There may be detail 
differences between 
this representative 
drawing and the 
machine as supplied
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Dimensions in millimeters

HEADSTOCK  Fig 3

Ref Description Part
201 Spindle cover Z2252

202 Screw M5 x 12 Z2253

222 Lock washer 4 Z2254

223 Flat washer 4 Z2255

224 Spring washer 4 Z2256

225 Ground tag Z2257

226 Screw M4 x 12 Z2258

227 C80212 Z2259

228 External circlip 8 Z2260

230 QKS7 Z2261

231 Screw M4 x 20 Z2262

232 Flat washer 4 Z2263

234 Flat washer 4 Z2264

235 Nut M4 Z2265

236A Headstock casting Z2321

237 Screw M5 x 12 Z2266

241 Screw M4 x 12 Z2267

242 3-way switch Z2268

243 Terminal block Z2269

244 Screw M4 x 30 Z2270

245 Screw M10 x 35 Z2271

246 Screw M4 x 12 Z2272

251 Screw M5 x 12 Z2273

265 Screw M2.5 x 14 Z2274

266 Nut M3 Z2275

268 Plastic bush Z2276

269A Control panel Z2322

270 Compression spring Z2277

271 Screw M3 x 20 Z2278

272 Emergency switch Z2279

273A Control panel label Z2323

275 Cam stud Z2280

276 Screw M6x 10 Z2281

277 Three jaw chuck Z2282

281 Spindle locknut Z2283

283 Spindle spacer bush Z2284

Ref Description Part
284 Spindle gear Z2285

285 Spindle spacer bush Z2286

286 Oil seal Z2287

287 Bearing 6010-2Z Z2288

288 Internal circlip 80 Z2289

289 Oil seal Z2290

290  Tapered roller bearing 32011 Z2291

291 Oil seal Z2292

292 Key 6 x 6 x 12 Z2293

293 Key 6 x 6 x 8 Z2294

294 Spindle Z2295

295 Cam Z2296

296 Register pin Z2297

297 Spring Z2298

298 Spring washer 8 Z2299

299 Screw M8 x 14 Z2300

2001 Angle bracket Z2301

2002 Screw M3 x 12 Z2302

2003 Hall effect speed sensor Z2303

2004 Plastic washer Z2304

2005 Sensor mount Z2305

2006 Screw M4 x 10 Z2306

2007 Two-speed pulley Z2307

2102 Cover guide plate Z2308

2103 Screw M6 x 12 Z2309

2104 Washer 6 Z2310

2106 Washer 8 Z2311

2107 Lock plate Z2312

2108 Lock adjust rod Z2313

2109 Nut M8 Z2314

2151 Cover interlock switch Z2315

2152 Screw M4 x 30 Z2316

2153 Plastic sleeve Z2317

2160 Control & display PCB Z2318

2169 Knob 30 mm Z2319

2170 Potentiometer Z2320
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EXTERNAL GEARS  Fig 4

There may be detail differences between this representative drawing 
and the machine as supplied

*

* Gear size depends on thread to be cut

*

Quadrant slot
To allow engagement of the special 
56T middle gear for 13TPI thread 
cutting it may be necessary to trim 
2 corners off nut #835, inset. Use a 
file or belt sander. 

Ref Description Part
801 Screw M4 x 10 Z2324

802 Flat washer 4 Z2325

803 Nut M4 Z2326

804 3” Hinge Z2327

806 Zerk oiler v1 Z2328

806A Zerk oiler v2 Z2328A

807 Gear axle v1 Z2329

807A Gear axle v2 Z2329A

808 Bush v1 Z2330

808A Bush v2 Z2330A

810 Washer Z2331

811 M8 x 25 Z2332

812 Flat washer 8 Z2333

813 Screw M5 x 16 Z2334

816 Screw M5 x 12 Z2335

817 Spindle end cover Z2336

818 Screw M6 x 14 Z2337

Ref Description Part
819 Washer Z2338

820 Key 4 x 4 x 22 Z2339

821 Upper gear 30T * Z2340

823 Spacer bush Z2341

824 Flanged sleeve Z2342

825 Pivot post Z2343

826 Nut M6 Z2344

827 Hex bolt M6 Z2345

828 Middle gear post Z2346

829 Key 8 x 7 x 14 Z2347

830 Slotted nut M30 x 1.5 Z2348

831 Middle gear 86T * Z2349

832 Middle gear 91T Z2350

833 Threaded sleeve Z2351

834 Washer Z2352

835 Nut Z2353

836 Oiler 6 Z2354

Ref Description Part
845 Flat washer 6 Z2355

846 Shift lever Z2356

847 Special cup washer Z2357

848 Keyed spacer bushing Z2358

849 Lower gear 90T Z2359

850 Screw M10 x 45 Z2360

851 Screw M6 x 12 Z2361

853 Washer Z2362

854 Shifter base Z2363

855 Gear 65T Z2364

856 Idler gear 48T v1 Z2365

856A Idler gear 48T v2 Z2365A

857 Change gear quadrant Z2366

858 Cover support plate Z2367

859 Cover Z2368

860 Lock Z2369

862 Interlock key Z2370
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GEARBOX  Fig 5

There may be detail 
differences between 
this representative 
drawing and the 
machine as supplied
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GEARBOX  Fig 5

Dimensions in millimeters

Ref Description Part
701 Screw M5 x 12 Z2371

702 Oil seal 22 x 35 x 7  Z2372

703 End cap Z2373

704 Decal Z2374

705 Key 4 x 4 x 16  Z2375

706 Spindle Z2376

707 Key 5 x 5 x 80 Z2377

708 Spacer bush Z2378

709 Gear 36T Z2379

710 Gear 24T Z2380

711 Spacer bush Z2381

712 Gear 24T Z2382

714 Gear 24T Z2383

715 Gear 34T Z2384

716 External circlip 16  Z2385

717 Gearbox casing Z2386

718 Key 5 x 5 x 12 Z2387

719 Sleeve Z2388

720 Spindle Z2389

721 Key 4 x 4 x 60 Z2390

722 Gear 28T Z2391

723 Spacer bush Z2392

724 Gear 19T Z2393

725 Gear selector shaft Z2394

726 Gear 38T Z2395

727 Gear 14T Z2396

728 O-ring 30 x 2.65 Z2397

729 Flange Z2398

730 External circlip 10 Z2399

731 Oil seal 18 x 30 x 7 Z2400

732 Coupler support Z2401

733 Screw M4 x 8 Z2402

734 Leadscrew coupler Z2403

735 Oil plug M16 x 1.5 Z2404

736 O-ring 16 x 2.65 Z2405

737 Compression spring 0.7 x 4 x 25  Z2406

Ref Description Part
738 Gear assembly 13T/40T Z2407

739 O-ring 12.5 x 1.8 Z2408

740 Intermediate shaft Z2409

741 Screw M5 x 8 Z2410

742 Sight glass M16 x 1.5 Z2411

743 End cap Z2412

744 Spacer bush Z2413

745 Gear assembly Z2414

746 Spindle Z2415

747 Steel ball 5 Z2416

748 Gear assembly 19T/38T/28T Z2417

749 Gear 42T Z2418

750 Spacer bush Z2419

751 Oil seal 25 x 32 x 4 Z2420

752 Flange Z2421

753 Gear shift knob Z2422

754 Coupler, inner Z2423

755 O-ring 15 x 1.8 Z2424

756 Dog clutch, inner Z2425

757 Dog clutch, outer Z2426

758 Coupler, outer Z2427

759 Compression spring Z2428

760 Spring retainer Z2429

761 O-ring 8.75 x 1.8 Z2430

762 Screw M6 x 12 Z2431

763 Shifter pin Z2432

764 Screw M8 x 80 Z2433

765 Key 5 x 5 x 50 Z2434

766 Key 5 x 5 x 32 Z2435

767 Pin 4 x 24 Z2436

768 Screw M3 x 6 Z2437

769 Shifter crank Z2438

770 Pin 4 x 18 Z2439

771 Gearbox front cover Z2440

772 Screw M5 x 30 Z2441

773 Front panel Z2442
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SADDLE  Fig 6 

There may be detail differences 
between this representative drawing 
and the machine as supplied. One 
instance:  gib screws 535 and lock 
screw 534 are shown on the opposite 
side of the cross-slide casting.

508 525Power feed 
gear (meshes 
with apron 
gear #648

Not shown 
in the above 

diagram
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Dimensions in millimeters

SADDLE  Fig 6 

Ref Description Part
501 Screw M8 x 20 Z2443

503 T-nut, compound base Z2444

504 Cross slide casting Z2445

505 Pin 3 x 18  Z2446

506 Gear 22T Z2447

507 Thrust ball bearing 51100  Z2448

508 Support flange Z2449

509 Screw M6 x 35 Z2450

510 Screw M8 x 16 Z2451

511 Graduated collar Z2452

512 Leaf spring Z2453

513 Handwheel Z2454

514 Nut M10 Z2455

515 Handle Z2456

516 Handle shoulder bolt Z2457

517 Felt wiper Z2458

518 Screw M4 x 12 Z2459

519 Oiler Z2460

520 Wiper clamp plate Z2461

521 Flat washer 6 Z2462

522 Felt wiper Z2463

523 Saddle front gib, right Z2464

524 Saddle clamp plate Z2465

525 Cross slide leadscrew Z2466

Ref Description Part
526 Screw M8 x 45 Z2467

527 Screw M8 x 40 Z2468

528 Flat washer 8 Z2469

529 Screw M8 x 35 Z2470

530 T-nut, turntable Z2471

531 Turntable pivot Z2472

532 Cross slide gib Z2473

533 Nut M5 Z2474

534 Screw Z2475

535 Screw M5 x 30 Z2476

536 Screw M8 x 8 Z2477

537 Wiper clamp plate Z2478

538 Saddle casting Z2479

539 Wiper clamp plate Z2480

540 Felt Z2481

541 Saddle rear gib Z2482

542 Saddle gib support Z2483

543 Flat washer 6 Z2484

544 Screw M6 x 20 Z2485

545 Screw M4 x 16 Z2486

546 Nut M4 Z2487

547 Saddle front gib, left Z2488

548 Leadscrew nut Z2489

549 Compound base plate Z2490
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APRON  Fig 7
There may be detail 
differences between 
this representative 
drawing and the 
machine as supplied

619648

Feedback selector shaft 
#619 drives #648 forward 
(saddle feed) or back 
(cross-slide) 

Ref Description Part
601 Screw M5 x 35 Z2491

602 Nut M6 Z2492

603 Split nut (half) Z2493

604 Screw M8 x 10 Z2494

605 Split nut track Z2495

606 Flat washer 6 Z2496

607 Nut M5 Z2497

608 Screw M5 x 16 Z2498

609 Nut M6 Z2499

610 Collar Z2500

611 Feed shaft sleeve Z2501

612 Feed shaft support Z2502

613 Screw M5 x 10 Z2503

614 Screw M6 x 12 Z2504

615 Screw M6 x 8 Z2505

616 Slider Z2506

617 Slider pin Z2507

618 External circlip 35 Z2508

619 Feed selector shaft Z2509

Ref Description Part
620 Feed selector bracket Z2510

621 Screw M6 x 30 Z2511

622 External circlip 15 Z2512

623 Spacer bush Z2513

624 Drive transfer shaft Z2514

625 Pin 5 x 12  Z2515

626 Pin 6 x 18 Z2516

627 Split nut actuator Z2517

628 Split-nut lever Z2518

629 Steel ball 6 Z2519

630 Compression spring Z2520

631 Power feed lever Z2521

632 Compression spring Z2522

633 Knob Z2523

634 Screw M6 x 16 Z2524

635 Gear 81T Z2525

636 Flat washer 6 Z2526

637 Gear 22T Z2527

638 Output drive shaft Z2528

Ref Description Part
639 Handwheel Z2529

640 Screw M6 x 6 Z2530

641 Screw M6 x 6 Z2531

642 Rack drive gear Z2532

643 Gear 67T Z2533

644 Feed shaft support Z2534

645 Screw M6 x 8 Z2535

646 Apron casting Z2536

647 External circlip 14 Z2537

648 60T Z2538

649 Key 5 x 5 x 16 Z2539

650 Handwheel handle Z2540

651 Key 4 x 4 x 16 Z2541

652 Saddle manual drive shaft Z2542

653 Graduated collar Z2543

654 Leaf spring Z2544

655 Handle shoulder bolt Z2545

656 Screw M6 x 12 Z2546

657 Compression spring Z2547

Dimensions in millimeters
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COMPOUND  Fig 8

There may be detail 
differences between 
this representative 
drawing and the 
machine as supplied

Dimensions in millimeters

Ref Description Part
401 Toolpost lock handle Z2548

402 Toolpost lock nut Z2549

403 Flat washer Z2550

404 Screw M8x30 Z2551

405 4-way tool holder Z2552

406 Oiler 6 Z2553

407 Compound casting Z2554

408 Screw M6 x 12 Z2555

409 Leadscrew nut Z2556

410 Leadscrew Z2557

Ref Description Part
411 Knob M10 Z2558

412 Support flange Z2559

413 Screw M6 x 16 Z2560

414 Graduated collar Z2561

415 Handwheel Z2562

416 Handle Z2563

418 Screw M8 x 16 Z2564

419 Compound gib Z2565

420 Screw M6 x 16 Z2566

421 Compound turntable Z2567

Ref Description Part
422 Screw M6 x 20 Z2568

423 Nut M6 Z2569

424 Thrust ball bearing 51100 Z2570

425 Center post Z2571

426 Spring Z2572

427 Screw M4 x 16 Z2573

428 Detent pin Z2574

429 Nut M4 Z2575

430 Nut M8 Z2576
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TAILSTOCK  Fig 9

There may be detail 
differences between 
this representative 
drawing and the 
machine as supplied

Dimensions in millimeters

Ref Description Part
319 Handwheel Z2587

320 Leaf spring Z2588

321 Graduated collar Z2589

323 Tailstock clamp base Z2590

325 Screw M8 x 35 Z2591

326 Offset slider Z2592

333 Flat washer Z2593

334 Quill clamp nut Z2594

335 MT3 dead center Z2595

336 Quill Z2596

Ref Description Part
301 Quill clamp handle Z2577

303 Tailstock clamp handle Z2578

304 Knob  M10 Z2579

305 Clamp bolt Z2580

306 Clamp nut Z2581

309 Flat key Z2582

310 Oiler 6 Z2583

311 Flat washer 12 Z2584

317 Handle Z2585

318 Handle shoulder bolt Z2586

Ref Description Part
337 Tailstock body Z2597

338 Screw M8 x 16 Z2598

339 Screw M12 x 230 Z2599

340 Tailstock base Z2600

341 Thrust ball bearing 51102 Z2601

342 Support flange Z2602

343 Screw M8 x 16 Z2603

344 Leadscrew Z2604

345 Screw M 6 x 25 Z2605

346 Stop block Z2606


